NEW A2L AKOGAS DETECTOR
Make Security Your Priority

AKO-57624
Detector de Gases A2L
Compatible con:
• R-32
• R-454A
• R-455A
• R-1234yf
• R-454C

GREATER RELIABILITY
Its robust IP68 enclosure and anti-condensation compensation system ensures the elimination of false alarms due to humidity, the greatest enemy of gas detection.

INCREASED FLEXIBILITY
Features two alarm and pre-alarm sets to suit each application:
1,000/.1500 ppm or 2,000/4,000 ppm.
The pre-alarm can also be disabled if not required.

INSTALLATION COST
Reduces cost and installation time thanks to its various fixing modes, compact size and compression gland included to ensure tightness and easy commissioning with a single push-button.

MAXIMUM INTEGRATION
Our gas detection solution can be integrated with third party systems thanks to its alarm relay, 4-20mA signal, or by means of MODBUS communication (with open protocol).

LEGAL COMPLIANCE
As with all AKO products, the new AKOGAS A2L detector strictly complies with EN-378, EN-14624 and F-GAS standards.